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Abstract

Computer hardware components have changed significantly since the 1960’s, 1970’s, 1980’s, and

even since the early 1990’s. All work concerning Rent’s Rule prior to the present paper has been

based on a 1971 interpretation of two unpublished memoranda written in 1960 by E. F. Rent at IBM,

even though today’s computer components are significantly different from those in 1960 and 1971.

However, because of the significant changes in design and implementation of computer hardware com-

ponents since 1960-1971, a new interpretation of Rent’s Rule is needed for today’s components. We

have obtained copies of Rent’s two memos; in these 1960 memos, E. F. Rent describes the method

that he used to deduce an empirical relationship between properties of IBM
�������

and
�������

computer

hardware components. We have studied these memos carefully in order to understand Rent’s origi-

nal intent. Based on our careful reading of these two memos, the personal knowledge of one of us

(R. Rand) with the
�������

and
�����	�

computers, and our experience with ULSI circuit design for high-

performance microprocessors, we have derived an historically-equivalent interpretation of Rent’s Rule

suitable for today’s computer components. The purpose of this paper is to present this new interpreta-

tion of Rent’s Rule and its application to wirelength distributions of ultralarge-scale integrated (ULSI)

circuits. In this paper, we will: (1) describe the contents of the memos and Rent’s method, (2) provide

an historically-equivalent interpretation of Rent’s Rule for today’s computer components, and (3) apply

this new interpretation to actual ULSI circuit designs. In this paper, we will show that this new inter-

pretation provides improved wirelength distribution models with better qualitative agreement and more

accurate estimates of wirelength distributions and wirelength requirements in ULSI designs compared

with prior methods.

Index Terms

ULSI, VLSI, circuit, design, Rent’s Rule, wirelength distribution, average wirelength.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of significant changes in the design and implementation of computer hardware com-

ponents since the 1960’s, 1970’s, 1980’s and even since the 1990’s[1], [2], a new interpretation

of empirical rules such as Rent’s Rule - described by E.F. Rent in 1960[3] and first interpreted

in 1971[4] - is needed for today’s computer components. All of the prior extensive work con-

cerning Rent’s Rule, including for example Refs.[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],

[15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], has been based on the 1971 interpretation of two unpublished

memoranda written in 1960 by E. F. Rent at IBM, even though today’s computer components

differ significantly from those in 1960-1971. Since significant differences exist between the
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components discussed in Rent’s original work and today’s computer components, a new inter-

pretation of Rent’s Rule that is suitable for ultralarge-scale integrated (ULSI) designs is therefore

required.

We have obtained copies of both of E. F. Rent’s IBM memoranda[3] dated November 28, 1960

and December 12, 1960, and we have studied these memos in order to understand the method

that E. F. Rent employed to analyze characteristics of the IBM 
����
 and 
���
� computers. In

these memos, Rent describes the method that he used to deduce an empirical relationship be-

tween properties of computer hardware components of these computers. Based on our careful

reading of these two memos, the personal knowledge of one of us (R. Rand) with the 
����
 and


���
� computers, and our experience designing and wiring ULSI circuits for high-performance

microprocessors, we have derived an historically-equivalent interpretation of Rent’s Rule suit-

able for today’s computer components.

In this paper, we present an historically-equivalent interpretation of Rent’s Rule suitable for

today’s ULSI circuit designs. The contributions of this paper are: (1) a description of the con-

tents of the two memoranda and Rent’s method; (2) an historically-equivalent interpretation of

Rent’s Rule suitable for today’s computer components; and (3) application of this interpretation

to actual ULSI microprocessor chip designs. The first application will be to extract historically-

equivalent empirical values of Rent’s parameters for these designs. The second application will

be to evaluate existing wirelength distribution models and existing expressions for average wire-

length as functions of these new empirical parameters. We will then compare these distributions

and average wirelength values with actual distributions and average wirelengths observed on

actual chip designs. The designs selected for this study are all (100) of the functional control

designs in the IBM POWER4 core, which is currently incorporated in the IBM Enterprise Server

pSeries 680 and pSeries 690.[21], [22] The control designs occupy approximately ���� of the

core area.[22]

We will show that this comparison shows improved qualitative agreement between the mea-

sured and estimated wirelength distributions and average wirelengths, compared with prior

work, such as Refs.[6], [7], [20], where differences are seen when the previous (1971) interpre-

tation of Rent’s Rule is used. We observe that the distributions and average wirelength estimates

obtained with existing models[11], [12], [14] are in fact improved when they are evaluated as
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functions of the new empirical parameters derived based on the new historically-equivalent in-

terpretation of Rent’s memos. This new method provides designers with a technique to evaluate

the amount and distribution of wire required to interconnect components in ULSI systems in

order to achieve buildable and functional chip designs within increasingly severe project con-

straints of real estate, number of metal layers, operating frequency, and power dissipation[9],

[10], [16], [18], [23], [24], [25].

II. COMPUTER HARDWARE COMPONENTS

To illustrate the significant changes in the design and implementation of computer hardware

components since the 1950’s, we have compiled a list of technical hardware innovations in

IBM computers in the past several decades. This information is provided in Table I. For each

decade since the 1950’s, technical innovations in the physical design and implementation of

computer hardware components have provided new generations of IBM computers listed in the

third column of the table.

In this section, we summarize briefly the types of computer hardware components. A thorough

description of IBM computers is available in Ref. [1] and elsewhere [2]. Throughout much of

the 1950’s, a key component of IBM computers was the banana-sized cathode-ray vacuum tube,

and as a result, a single central processing unit (CPU) composed of many of these tubes occupied

5ft x 3ft x 6ft of floor space. By 1959-1960, vacuum tube technology was superseded by the

introduction of discrete transistors in the 1401 and 1410 computers, which are the computers

Rent discusses in his two memos. In 1964, discrete transistor technology was replaced by hybrid

solid logic technology consisting of semiconductor chips, printed wires, and printed resistors in

the System/360 computer. In 1985, IBM introduced its first mainframe with memory chips

containing 1 million bits each. In 1990, each memory chip in the RISC System/6000 contained

4 million bits. In 2001, the POWER4 chip in the IBM Enterprise Server pSeries 680 and 690

contained two CPUs, 174 million transistors, and more than one mile of copper wiring on a

penny-sized ������� silicon chip[21], [22], for a significant volume reduction compared with the

early 1950’s CPU.
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III. E. F. RENT’S TWO MEMORANDA

In this section, we describe our approach toward understanding the two memoranda written

by E. F. Rent and dated November 28, 1960 and December 12, 1960. We will describe Rent’s

memoranda and the method that Rent used to analyze components of the 1410 and 1401, two

computers introduced by IBM in 1959-1960. The 1410 computer was an IBM IO processor that

read in punch cards and output computing results

Components of 1410 and 1401 computer hardware discussed by Rent in his memos are: the

computer chassis, card, circuit count, and edge connector count. The computer chassis contains

several cards that are connected together in the chassis. Each card is composed of one or more

circuits; the circuits on the card can either be used or unused; used circuits are connected to

used circuits on other cards within the chassis with the use of edge connectors. A circuit is

also referred to as a logic block. Figure 1 shows a schematic depiction prepared by the present

authors of the computer components described in E. F. Rent’s two memos. This figure shows (a)

a schematic of a design, including a computer chassis and cards (e.g., card A), and (b) a card,

circuit, edge connectors, used circuit, and unused circuit.

In the first memo, Rent describes his method to obtain the circuit count and edge connector

count of the cards on each chassis:

(1) circuit count: “the circuit count was made by card type and then a count of one given for

each of the following: 2 way logic block, 3 way logic block, emitter follower, indicator follower,

indicator driver, power inverter, line driver, etc. No count was made for diode clamp or resistor

load cards. All unused circuits on cards were removed from the count to give an actual logic

circuit count for each chassis,” [3] and

(2) edge connector count: “the net edge connector count required a total for all edge connec-

tors on a chassis less, (1) those connectors that were used to feed signals across a chassis and

not go to any logic on the chassis and (2) those connectors that were used to distribute to the

adjacent chassis signals that were developed on the chassis.” [3]

Rent plotted the circuit count per card as a function of the number of edge connectors per

card on log-log graph paper in each memo. Rent also calculated the average block to edge

connector ratio and wrote in the memorandum that “the average of the three control chassis will

be considered as more typical of all chassis and will be used as the reference point in further
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discussions.” [3] In the first memo, the ordinate is labelled “logic blocks/card”, and the abscissa

is labelled “signal pins/card.” Each plot contains several data points drawn by hand, where the

data points are the number of logic blocks and number of edge connectors obtained with the

descriptions provided in italics above. A line is drawn by hand through several data points in

these plots; our inspection of this line indicates that it may be described by the expression,

����� �"!$#&%(' (1)

where we obtain �)�+*-,/.�0 , %1�+2435,60�. for the line on the plot. This expression may be inverted

(that is, ordinate and abscissa interchanged) to display the signal pins per card as a function of

the logic blocks per card, to take the form,

!7�8�:9;�<�=#&%>9?' (2)

where � 9 �@35,6A�B and % 9 �C3�,DA-E . Figure 1(c) shows a schematic illustration of the method for

plotting log-log plots to obtain Rent’s parameters.

IV. HISTORICALLY-EQUIVALENT INTERPRETATION OF RENT’S MEMORANDA FOR

TODAY’S ULSI COMPUTER COMPONENTS

In this section, we derive an interpretation of Rent’s Rule suitable for use with today’s ULSI

computer components based on the information described in Rent’s memoranda, as presented in

the previous section.

We first prepare a schematic of ULSI circuits used in today’s computer components in a man-

ner that is historically-equivalent to that described by Rent. In today’s designs, the historically-

equivalent term for circuit count is gate count, or the number of gates in a design; the historically-

equivalent term for edge connector count is used connections, or the number of used connections

in a design. Figure 2 shows a schematic that can be used to obtain an historically-accurate in-

terpretation of the circuit count and edge connector count. The figure shows: (a) a schematic

of current designs with designs containing logic gates, (b) circuitry with used gates and un-

used gates and connections on the gates, and (c) a method for calculating historically-equivalent

Rent’s parameters to which we will refer with terms FHG and IJG , where the subscript K refers to

Rent.
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Historically-equivalent expressions for the gate count and used connections are obtained by

following the method described by Rent and applying them to today’s computer components. In

this paper, we will use the terms LNM�O�PRQTS to refer to the number of gates, and LVUXWTY�Y to refer to the

number of used connections.

First, as an historically-equivalent expression for the circuit count in today’s computer com-

ponents, we introduce the expression for gate count, or LVM�OZPRQ[S , given by,

L\M�O�PRQTS^]8LNO�_D_�`aLcb�Y�UXWTY�Y�QdUXPRQde^`fLgSih�OZjkQl`aLNm>no_D_/Qdjp`qLceZQTUXOdh�r (3)

where the term LNO�_D_ refers to the total number of gates in a design, LgbsYtUXWTYtYtQTU?PRQTe refers to the

number of unconnected gates, L$Sih�OZjkQ refers to the number of gates associated with spare logic,

Lgm>no_/_/Qdj refers the number of filler cells, and LVeZQdUuOuh refers to the number of decoupling capaci-

tors. To obtain an accurate count of LgM�O�PRQTS , we note that it is important to itemize carefully all

contributions to the four terms: LNb�Y�UXWTY�Y�QTU?PRQde , LNSih�O�j[Q , Lgm>no_/_DQuj , and LNeZQTUXOdh , since these terms do not

contribute to the number of functional gates in a design, although they may for various reasons

exist in different design specifications; for example, Lgb�Y�UXWTY�Y�QTU?PRQde can result from logic bug fixes,

and LNSih�O�j[Q can be included in anticipation of future logic bugs.

Second, as an historically-equivalent expression for the edge connector count in today’s com-

puter components, we introduce the expression for used connections, or L�UXWTYtY , given by,

LNUXWTY�Yc]
vxw	y{z}|~
nR�;�
�d� n5�8����`fLN���lr (4)

where the sum is taken over all signal nets LNY�QdP�S , � n is the fanout of each signal net, and Lg��� is

the number of input pins and output pins in the design. In Eqn. 4, the term
�u� nJ����� represents

the total number of connections made by a single signal net in a design; each signal net has a

single driver and can have fanout
� n���� . The total number of connections of all signal nets is

obtained by taking the sum of this term
�u� ns����� over all signal nets in the design. The number of

input/output pins LN��� is subtracted from the right-hand-side of Eqn. 4 in order to follow Rent’s

method in an historically-equivalent manner since Rent also subtracted this contribution. Since

the total fanout
� PRWTPRO�_ can be written as

� PRWTPRO�_�]�� vJw�y�z}|nR�;� � n , Eqn. 4 can be rewritten according to

the expression,

LNUXWTY�Yc] � PRWTPRO�_H�&LcYtQdP�S�`qLc����� (5)
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Figure 2(c) shows an example of a log-log plot of the total number of connections as a function

of the number of used gates.

Figure 3 shows an example of a schematic and associated calculations to obtain the quantities�c���Z�R�[�
and
�N�X�T���

from a design such as Design A shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, the used signals

are labelled ���-�- �¡�¡�¡i ��(¢5£ , and the used gates are labelled �(¤¥�- �¡�¡i¡� 	¤H¦�£ . The quantities
�V���Z�R�[�

and�N�X�T���
are obtained from Eqns. 3- 5. An example of an explicit calculation for Design A is shown

in Fig. 3(c), where
�N���Z�R�[�\§ ¦ , ¨ �R�T�R��©�§ �(ª , �c�t�d���«§ ¢ , and

�N¬�®§C¯
. From these values, we

obtain
�N�u�d�t�c§ �(° which can be verified by inspection in Fig. 3(a).

We now introduce the terms ±H² and ³J² to refer to Rent’s parameters that can be obtained

with our interpretation of Rent’s memos and a log-log plot of
�$�X�T�t�

as a function of
�c�����R�T�

.

The parameters ±´² and ³J² represent the inverse log of the intercept and slope, respectively, of a

linear fit to the quantities in the log-log plot shown in Fig. 1(c), according to the expression,

µp¶ ¤¸· �N�X�T�t��¹p§ºµp¶ ¤¸·T±�² ¹�» ³J²�¼ µp¶ ¤¸· �c�����R�T�	¹ ¡ (6)

We will use the expressions in Eqns. 3- 6 to extract values of the parameters ��±�²½ T³J²�£ from chip

design data. For comparison, in the rest of this paper, the terms ± and ³ are used to refer to

Rent’s parameters obtained based on the 1971 interpretation of Rent’s memos, in which ± and ³
are obtained from log-log plots of

�V¬�
as a function of

�c�����R�T�
. [4], [11], [12].

V. APPLICATION TO WIRELENGTH DISTRIBUTION MODELS

In this section, we will apply the historically-equivalent interpretation of Rent’s memos of the

previous section to wirelength distribution models [6], [7], [11]. We wish to determine if esti-

mates of wirelength requirements obtained by evaluating the existing models as functions of the

historically-equivalent Rent’s parameters ��±H²¾ d³J²¿£ will more closely approximate actual wire-

length requirements of control designs in the POWER4 core. For this comparison, we choose

the Donath (1979) and Davis (1998) models [6], [11], [12], [14]. The interconnection density

function provided by the Davis model exhibited curvature that most closely approximated the

curvature of the actual wirelength distribution described in Ref. [20] compared with two other

models [6], [7]. In this section, we will evaluate models for the normalized probability density

function ³�À �t� · µ�¹ , probability density function ÁÂ· µ^¹ , and average wirelength
µ^��ÃZ� ·R³J² ¹ .
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The first step is to extract the model parameter pair Ä�Å5Æ¾ÇTÈxÆ¿É from the POWER4 chip design

data. In this case, the number of used connections Ê$ËXÌTÍtÍ and number of used gates ÊgÎ�ÏZÐRÑ[Ò are

counted in each of the 100 designs; Figure 4(b) shows a log-log plot of Ê�ËXÌTÍ�Í as a function of

ÊcÎ�ÏZÐRÑ[Ò for the six units in the POWER4 core. Linear fits to the design data to Eqn. 6 allows

us to extract the parameter pair Ä�ÅHÆ½ÇdÈJÆ½É as well as the range of Å´Æ and ÈJÆ for each unit, as

summarized in Table II. This table shows that Å5ÆÔÓ)Õ4ÖØ× , with range Õ�Ù}Ú�×7Û+Å´ÆfÛÝÜ�Ù6Þ-Ú , and

that ÈJÆßÓàÕ , with range á�ÙDâ�ãäÛÝÈ¥Æ�Û Õ�ÙiÕ�Ú . By comparison, Fig. 4(a) shows a prior method

to extract Ä�Å;ÇTÈåÉ parameter pairs from designs with the method of Davis [11]; in this figure, the

number of input/output pins Êgæ�ç as a function of used gates ÊNÎ�Ï�ÐRÑTÒ for six units in POWER4

chip, to obtain parameters Å and È values summarized in Ref. [20].

The next step is to evaluate these models as functions of Å5Æ and ÈJÆ to obtain estimates and

ranges for Êfèué=Æ½ÇTÈJÆ;ê , average wirelength ëpÏ�ìZÎ-èRÈJÆ;ê and íîèRÈJÆ;ê , and total wirelength shown in

Tables III- V, respectively. Table III shows that Êfèué\Æ½ÇTÈJÆ¸ê underestimates ÊgËXÌTÍ�Í for all designs

except for the largest by up to Ú�á�×´ï ; however the values of Êfèué\Æ�ÇTÈJÆ;ê tend to underestimate

less than the estimates obtained with ÊfèXégÇTÈJê , and for several of the largest designs (i.e., designs

with ÊcÎ�ÏZÐRÑ[Ò1ðñÕ�Ú-ã�á , the estimates with ÊfèXé«Æ¾ÇdÈJÆåê are improved, to within Ú-ò-ï of the values of

ÊNËXÌTÍ�Í . The average fanout ó is Õ-ÙDô�Û8ó�Û8Ú5ÙDÜ for this group of signals as shown in Table III.

Table IV shows a comparison of the actual wirelength of each control design in the POWER4

Instruction Fetch Unit (IFU) with average wirelength estimates obtained with the Davis model

( ëõÏZìZÎ�èoÈJÆ¸ê ) and Donath model ( í�èRÈ¥Æ¸ê ). These tend to overestimate the average wirelength; This

table shows that the value of ë�Ï�ìZÎ-èRÈJÆ;ê tends more closely approximate the measured value of

ëõÏ compared with the value of í�èRÈ¥Æ;ê , particularly for large designs with ÊgÎ�ÏZÐRÑ[Ò4ð�Ú�Ü�Ú�Ü where

the estimates are within approximately Ú�á�ï of the actual values. Table V shows a comparison

of estimates of the total wirelength requirement with the actual total wirelength ë�ö in each

design; the values tend to more closely estimate the actual values, with Error less than Þ�×´ï for

all designs except for the two smallest designs with least gates ÊVÎ�ÏZÐRÑ[ÒgÛ÷Ú-Ú�á . In this case, we

take the Error to be given by the expression, øcù�ù�ú�ùüû ý}þ�ÿ��Hþ ����� ý �	��
��� ý � ��� �	��
�
��������
þ ����� ý ����
��� ý � ��� �	��
 ; the Errors

are shown in ï . Table VI compares the total measured wirelength ëpö in each unit with the

estimated total wirelength ëõÐRÌTÐ�èRÈxÆåê given by the expression,

ëõÐRÌdÐ�èRÈJÆ¸êõû
�� ����� ��!"# $ � Êäèué=Æ½ÇTÈJÆ;ê&%<ëõÏ�ìZÎ-èRÈJÆ¸êsÙ (7)
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This table shows that the estimates ')(+*�(-,+.�/10 are within 2�3�4 of the actual values for all units

and are within 5�4 of '76 of one of the units (the IFU). Moreover, the estimate of total wire-

length requirements for all control designs in the POWER4 core is within 8:9�4 of the actual wire

requirements, which is improved compared with the previous method. [20]

Next, we evaluate the interconnection density function of the Davis (1998) model as func-

tions of parameter pairs ;=<?>�.A@ and ;=<�/B>�.C/B@ and compare the distributions obtained with these

models with measured interconnection density functions of POWER4 control designs. Figure 5

shows the normalized probability density function .EDGFH(I,�'J0 (solid circles) and probability density

function KL,�'M0 (hollow squares) for four designs in the POWER4 IFU. We chose the normal-

ized probability density functions rather than the probability density functions for this com-

parison because the expression for the total number of interconnections predicted by Donath

(1979) [6] takes on nonphysical values for .ONQP , since RS,�TU>�.E0 becomes negative for .OVWP ,

and RX,�TY>�.E0[Z\3 when .]Z\3 . Since RS,�TY>�.E0^V_P for several of the units in the POWER4

core, we have evaluated the normalized distribution functions provided by Davis [11], [12],

[14]; these functions are independent of RS,�TU>�.E0 . Figure 5 shows examples of these normalized

distribution functions for four designs: (a) design7, (b) design1, (c) design2, and (d) design18.

For all macros, the gatepitch is taken to be the book height of the logic books in each design.

The dotted line indicates the curve obtained for .ED`FH(a,�'M0 and Kb,�'J0 from the Davis model with the

parameter pair ;=<?>�.A@ [20], and the solid line indicates the curve obtained with the Davis model

with parameter pair ;=<c/B>�.C/d@ . Of these two distributions, the curve obtained with the use of

the historically-equivalent Rent parameter pair ;=<�/d>�.C/B@ is a qualitatively better fit to the actual

distribution compared with the the curve obtained with parameter pair ;=<?>�.A@ . Moreover, the

former curve more closely approximates the form of the normalized probability density function

in actual designs, particularly at smaller values of wirelength ' .

VI. DISCUSSION

In the previous section, we have seen that the application of the two historically-equivalent

Rent’s parameters ;=<�/B>�.C/e@ to existing wirelength distribution models shows that the estimates

and distributions obtained with these models are greatly improved compared with existing meth-

ods in which the 1971 interpretation of Rent’s rule is used. For example, evaluation of expres-

sions provided by the Davis model as a function of ;=<�/f>�.C/B@ shows that the total wirelength
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estimates are within g�h to g�i�h of the actual total wirelength values for designs containing more

than j�j:k logic gates; these estimates are more accurate than those obtained with the 1971 inter-

pretation of Rent’s rule, with which total wirelength estimates differ from the actual values for

most designs by more than lnm�m�h and as much as g�m:m�h , as described in Ref. [20]. As another ex-

ample, wirelength distribution functions provided by the Davis model as functions of o=prqds�tCqBu
have greatly improved qualitative agreement in their distribution curve and ranges (upper and

lower bound curves) compared with actual wirelength distributions, particularly compared with

three existing wirelength distributions (Donath 1979, Donath 1981 and Davis 1998) that exhibit

larger spread and poorer qualitative agreement with the 1971 interpretation of Rent’s rule. [20]

We now speculate on possible factors that one might explore to further improve the agreement

of wirelength distribution estimates with measurements obtained from actual chip design data.

Now that we have introduced a new historically-accurate interpretation of Rent’s Rule, and have

applied this interpretation to existing models as described in the previous section, we note that

existing models have been derived for circuit designs with simplifications such as tiled arrays of

square logic gates with unity-fanout nets. By comparison, actual chips such as the one described

in the comparison provided in this paper, have physical designs that demonstrate additional

characteristics, such as:

(1) actual chips contain non-square gates;

(2) actual chips tend to contain many signals with greater-than-unity fanout nets;

(3) actual chips contain logic gates and signals that are not associated with the logical function

of the design; these gates include, for example, gates associated with clocking circuitry.

In particular, regarding (1), the gates in the ULSI designs considered in the POWER4 core

do have uniform height (albeit varying widths). Regarding (2), most nets in the POWER4 do

have fanout less than three. Regarding (3), some examples of signals associated with clocking

circuitry include the clock control signals and scan signals; signals associated with clocking

circuitry tend to have fanout much greater than unity. Modifying existing models to account for

these three factors in future work may help further improve the agreement of estimates obtained

with existing models compared with actual wirelength distributions.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new historically-equivalent interpretation of Rent’s Rule

suitable for today’s computer hardware components. This work has been motivated by the need

for a new interpretation of Rent’s Rule, since computer components have changed significantly

compared with the components described in Rent’s original work. For the work described in this

paper, we have obtained copies of Rent’s two memos in which Rent describes a method to deduce

empirical relationships between properties of 1960 computer hardware components. Based on

our careful study of these memos, the personal knowledge of one of us (R. Rand) with thevxw�y�v
and

vHwrvny
computers described in these memos, and our experience with z|{J}7~ designs for

high-performance microprocessors, we have derived an historically-equivalent interpretation of

Rent’s Rule suitable for use with today’s computer components. In addition, we have applied this

new interpretation to actual ultralarge-scale integrated (ULSI) circuit designs in the POWER4

core, and we have shown that evaluating existing wirelength distribution models and average

wirelength models with this new interpretation provides improved qualitative agreement and

more accurate estimates of actual chip wirelength requirements compared with prior methods.

Additional potential applications include use of the historically-equivalent Rent parameters in

computer system design. [10]
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Fig. 1. (a) Visual depiction of Rent’s rule based on interpretation of Rent’s two 1960 memos. (b) Schematic of design, including

gates and (c) a method for calculating �	� and ��� . In (a), the shaded small squares in cards A-C represent used circuits, the

white squares represent unused circuits, the solid lines pointing downward below cards A-C represent used edge connectors, the

dashed squares in D-F represent unused cards, the dashed solid lines represent unused edge connectors, and the dashed curved

lines between the two chassis represent that these connections are not included in Rent’s calculation.
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Fig. 2. Visual depiction of the historically-equivalent interpretation of Rent’s rule for ULSI circuit designs. (a) shows a

schematic of several current designs, including (b) clocking circuitry with gates and (c) calculation of ��� and �n� are shown. In

(a), the shaded gates represent used gates, or gates used in the functional logic of the design; the white gates represent unused

gates, or gates that are not used to implement the functional logic of the design; and speckled gates represent gates that are

associated with clocking circuitry. The dashed white squares represent IO pins, the dotted lines represent unused nets, the solid

lines represent used nets, and the dashed lines represent nets that are associated with clocking circuitry.
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Fig. 3. An example of calculations to obtain �B������� and �B�����G��� from a design such as Design A shown in (a), where the used

signals are labelled ���-����������������� and the used gates are labelled ���n�-��������� ����� . �d�����G��� is obtained by taking a sum over all used

gates. �e�����-� is obtained from the expression �B�����-�7� � �`���`��¡�¢ �B�-���G��£¤�B¥�¦ , where � �`���`��¡ is the total fanout of all used nets,�B�-���`� is the number of used nets, and �d¥�¦ is the number of used IO pins in the design. An example of an explicit calculation

for Design A is shown in (c), where � �`���`��¡ �L��§ , �B�-���G�C�¨� , and �B¥�¦©� ª .
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Fig. 4. (a) The number of input/output pins «d¬� as a function of used gates «B®�¯�°G±�² for six units in POWER4 chip, to obtain

parameters ³ and ´ values summarized in Ref. [20] with prior method to extract µa³n¶+´¸· parameter pairs from designs (see for

example, Davis [11]). (b) New method to extract Rent’s parameter pair presented in this paper. The number of used connections«e¹�º�»-» is shown in (b) as a function of used gates « ®�¯�°G±�² for six units in POWER4 chip, according to the historically-equivalent

interpretation of Rent’s memos for ULSI circuit designs presented in this paper. This method is used to extract the Rent’s

parameters ³�¼ and ´�¼ listed in Table II.
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Fig. 5. Normalized probability density function ½�¾�¿-À�Á+Â�Ã (solid circles) and probability density function Ä7Á+Â�Ã (hollow squares)

for (a) design7, (b) design1, (c) design2, and (d) design18 in POWER4 Instruction Fetch Unit. For all macros, the gatepitch is

taken to be the book height Å of the standard cells. The dotted line represents the distribution obtained for ½¸¾�¿-À�Á+Â�Ã and Ä7Á+Â�Ã
by evaluating expressions provided by the Davis model as functions of previous Rent’s parameter pair ÆaÇnÈ+½¸É from Ref. 1. The

solid lines represent the distributions obtained with the Davis model and new parameter pair ÆaÇ�Ê�ÈË½�ÊcÉ obtained with the method

described in this paper and listed in Table II.
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TABLE I

TYPICAL HARDWARE COMPONENTS IN IBM COMPUTERS SINCE 1952. THE SMS CARD REFERS TO IBM’S

PROPRIETARY STANDARD MODULAR SYSTEM OF CIRCUIT PACKAGING. THE TERM SLT REFERS TO IBM’S SOLID LOGIC

TECHNOLOGY.

Date[1] Technology[1] IBM System[1]

1952 cathode-ray vacuum tubes, magnetic drum 701

and tape storage, card reader/punch

1954 5ft x 3ft x 6ft CPU, rotating magnetic drum, 650

card reader/punch, magnetic core memory

1959 SMS circuit packaging technology: 1401

discrete transistors, resistors,

jumper wires on Ì�Í`Î=Ï�ÐÒÑÓÌ�Í`Î=Ï�Ð circuit cards

punched cards; magnetic tape.

1959 SMS circuit packaging technology 7090

1960 SMS circuit packaging technology 1410

1964 SLT hybrid solid logic technology, System/360

with 1.6 sq. in. printed circuit boards;

cards with semiconductor chips, printed lines

and resistors; ferrite-core memories

1968 monolithic integrated circuits with 1-4 System/360

circuits/silicon chip; 4 chips/ceramic module Model 85

1970 monolithic systems technology; System/370

all-semiconductor main memory Model 145

1980 thermal conduction module with > 100 chips 3081

1985 1st mainframe with 1-million-bit memory chips 3090

1990 VLSI: 4-million-bit memory chip RISC

800,000 transistors per chip System/6000

1994 first CMOS mainframe System/390 G1

1997 ULSI: up to 10 microprocessors System/390 G4

2001 ULSI CMOS technology pSeries

170 million transistors per 4 sq. cm. (680, 690)
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TABLE II

VALUES FOR THE RENT’S PARAMETER PAIR ÔIÕ	Ör×GØ�ÖcÙ FOR EACH POWER4 UNIT, WHERE THE VALUES ARE OBTAINED

BY FITTING THE UNIT DATA IN FIG. 4 TO THE EXPRESSION Ú`ÛIÜ�Ý+Þdß�à�á�áHâcã¨Ú`ÛIÜ�Ý+Õ Ö â=ä&Ø Ö|å ÚæÛaÜ�Ý+Þeç�è�éGê�ë�â DISCUSSED IN

THE TEXT.

unit macros ì�í [range] îCí [range]

ifu ïnð ñ�ò`ð�ó�ô�ñ�ò�ï�õ�ö-÷rò`ø�õ¸ù ú�òæû�õrô�ú�ò`û�ó�ö�ú�òæû�ð=ù
fpu ï�ó ó�òæ÷�ørôæó�ò`ó�ü�ö�ó�ò`ø:ø=ù ï�òæú�ñ�ôËï�ò`ú�ó�öxï�òæú�õ¸ù
fxu ÷ ó�ò`û�ï�ôæó�òæñ�ø�öýñ�òGõ=û=ù ú�òæû�ð�ô�ú�ò`û=÷röxï�òæú�ó¸ù
idu ïnð ï:òGó=÷�ô+ï�òæú�ó�öHï�òGõ:ó¸ù ï�ò�ï�órôËï�ò`ú:û�öxï�ò`ó�õ¸ù
isu ïnø ó�ò`ñ�ï�ô+ï�ò`ü�ï�öýñ�òþïnó¸ù ï�òæú:÷CôËï�ò`ú:ú�öxï�òæú�ð=ù
lsu ñ�ó ó�òGó:ðrô+ï�òæû�ó�ö�ó�òGü�ïHù ï�òæú�órôËï�ò`ú:ú�öxï�òæú�õ¸ù
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TABLE III

TOTAL NUMBER OF USED GATES ÿ��������	� , AVERAGE FANOUT



OF THE INTERCONNECTIONS, ACTUAL NUMBER OF

INTERCONNECTIONS ÿ������� , PREDICTED NUMBER OF INTERCONNECTIONS ÿ�������������� IN THE IFU, AND ERROR. THE

ERROR IS GIVEN BY THE EXPRESSION, ���������! #"%$'&)(*�*,+�$-"/.1032 4�01565	7�8)9:9$-"/.1032 4�015
;

; THE ERRORS ARE SHOWN IN
;

.

design <>=�?A@�BDC E <GFIHKJLJ <#M�N�OQPKRSO!T [range] Error

i1 U'V W3XZY [3\ \3V]XZYS^_\�U�X6`�P,W�UaXbWdc `1V'e
i2 `3`1V W3XZ[ \�Wgf W�`'Y]X6hi^jW�h�W3XZ[]PkUaW3X�U�c Wgh�W
i3 `3`'h W3X6U `1V3\ W�`'\]XZ[S^jW,e�f]X6U�PkU1V]X�`�c Y1e
i4 `'\�W `�XZV `'h3h Wg\3f]XZVS^jWgY�h�X6U�PkU1f]X6\lc f3h
i5 U3U1[ W3XZ[ f'V3V h1emh�X6`i^_Y'emh�XZV]Pn\�W,eiXZV1c e�U
i6 [3Y1e W3XZ[ ['[3Y Y3[�`�XZ[S^_f]W�U�XZY]Poe3V3V]X6`lc e'e
i7 [3Y3U `�XZV f'\�U Y3[�h�XZ\S^_f�`'V]X%eiPoe3V]W3XZY1c `1V
i8 WgV'e�` W3XZ[ W,V�h�W U3h'Y]X)Wm^_f3[]W3XZ\]Poe3\�U�X)Wdc \'[
i9 WgV�h1\ W3X6U [3`'Y U'\3V]XZ\S^_f3Y3V]XZf]Poe�`3`�X6`lc `'U
i10 W3W3W,f W3XZ[ W'W,emU f3V�h�X6Ui^_['e�[]XZV]Poe3Y3Y]X6`lc e�`
i11 W�`3h1V W3X6U W,V3\3V f3f'eiXZfS^jWgV'e�V]X6U�PkhaW�`�X6Ulc W,Y
i12 `'\�`1\ `�XZV `aWg\]W W,f�U'\]XZfS^%`�Wgf3f]XZ\]P,W,V3['eiXZ\1c Wde
i13 `3h'Y�W `�XZ\ `'`'f�U `aW,e�[]X%e-^%`3h'V�U�XZ\]P,Wg`3h'Y]XZf1c Y
i14 `'Y3[�W `�XZV `1\�h'f `aW�U�W3X6hi^%`3h'\]W3XZY]P,Wg`3U'V]X6hlc [
i15 `3U1e3Y `�XZV `'h'V3V `'`3`'V]XZYS^%`3h'f3f]X6`�P,Wg`'[3[]X6hlc W,\
i16 `'f�UaW `�X)W \'V'e�Y `le�V3\]XZVS^%`3U'[3[]X%eiP,Wde�V�U�XZV1c `'U
i17 e�[3\1e `�XZV e3\3Y�h e�`3`'f]X%e-^/e�f3[�h�X%eiPk`le�[�`�X6Ulc \
i18 h1emh1[ W3XZ[ e3Y]W,e e3Y�h�W3X6hi^%h'\�U'[]X)W3Pk`'U1emh�XZY1c pqW
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TABLE IV

MEASURED AVERAGE WIRELENGTH FOR IFU DESIGNS r�sut vw1xbyz�z|{ w'x)yz�z}6~ v r } , WHERE THE SUM IS TAKEN OVER THE

MEASURED LENGTH r } OF ALL INTERCONNECTIONS � IN THE DESIGN. THE ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE WIRELENGTH ARE

OBTAINED WITH MODELS BY DAVIS ( r s����n�/����� ) AND DONATH ( � �/�l��� ). THE ERROR IS GIVEN BY THE EXPRESSION,

��������� t��%���o�g�L�I����� �A�l���	� v)�:��L�I���o� �A�l� � , FOR r s����k�/��� AND BY
��������� t �%� � � � � � � ���	� v)�:�� � �A�l� � FOR � �/�g��� ; THE ERRORS ARE SHOWN

IN � . NOTE THAT r s , r sD���k�/���3� , AND � �/����� ARE EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF GATEPITCHES.

design �q�������K�  ¡�  ¡�A¢A��£j¤-¥§¦ [range] Error ¨©£j¤ª¥«¦ [range] Error

i1 ¬1 ®]¯Z® °�¯6±i²Z°�¯Z±]³k°a¯6´1µ ¶�· ®�¯�·i²_®]¯%¸i³n®]¯Z¹1µ º»¹
i2 °'°' ·�¯6· ®]¯6´i²%®]¯Z±]³o¸]¯b¶dµ ¸� ·a¯b¶m²%·�¯Z]³k·�¯Z®1µ ¬
i3 °'°3· ®]¯%¸ ¸i¯6i²%®]¯Z±]³o¸]¯b¶dµ ºG¶,¸ ·a¯�°i²%·�¯Z]³k·�¯Z®1µ º»®'¸
i4 °1®]¶ ¸i¯Z ¸i¯6i²%®]¯Z´]³o¸]¯b¶dµ ºG¶ ·a¯�°i²%·�¯)¶3³k·�¯%¸'µ º�°1¸
i5 ¬'¬'´ ®]¯6¬ ·�¯6±i²Z·�¯6·�³n¹�¯61µ º�®�· ±�¯6S²%¬�¯Z¹]³n±]¯Z®1µ º�·'®
i6 ´'¹'¸ ¹]¯Z ¹]¯�°]²Z·�¯Z´]³n¹�¯�·lµ º�® ±�¯6¹S²_±]¯6°�³n´]¯Z1µ º»®3
i7 ´'¹�¬ ·�¯%¸ ¹]¯�°]²Z·�¯Z´]³n¹�¯�·lµ ºG¶g® ±�¯6¹S²_±]¯6°�³n´]¯Z1µ º»®�¬
i8 ¶g1¸m° ¸i¯)¶ ¹]¯6®i²%¹]¯Z]³n¹�¯�¬lµ º�®3¹ ±�¯6´S²_±]¯%¸i³n´]¯Z®1µ º�·1¸
i9 ¶g3·'® ¸i¯Z¹ ¹]¯Z¸S²%¹]¯)¶3³n¹�¯�¬lµ º¼°3¬ ±�¯6´S²_±]¯6·�³n´]¯Z®1µ º½¸�±
i10 ¶3¶'¶g± ®]¯Z¹ ¹]¯�·]²%¹]¯6°�³n¹�¯6±1µ º»¸3¸ ´�¯b¶m²_±]¯6¬�³n´]¯6·lµ º»¹3
i11 ¶�°'·' ¸i¯Z ¹]¯�¬]²%¹]¯%¸i³k¬a¯b¶dµ º»¸� ´�¯�·i²_´]¯Z]³n´]¯Z´1µ º�·3¬
i12 °'®3°'® ±]¯Z´ ±]¯�°]²Z¬�¯Z±]³n±�¯�¬lµ ± ¶3¶'¯6±S²j¶3¶3¯)¶3³,¶g°�¯�·�µ º�°3·
i13 °3·1¹]¶ ´]¯6· ±]¯�·]²%±]¯Z]³n´�¯61µ ¶�° ¶�°a¯�°i²j¶3¶3¯6·�³,¶,®]¯6lµ º�°3°
i14 °'¹'´]¶ ¹]¯Z± ±]¯�¬]²%±]¯)¶3³n´�¯�°lµ º¼°�¶ ¶�°a¯�·i²j¶3¶3¯6¬�³,¶,®]¯�°�µ º½¸m·
i15 °3¬l¸�¹ ¬�¯Z´ ±]¯�¬]²%±]¯6°�³n´�¯6®1µ ºG¶g ¶�°a¯6¹S²j¶3¶3¯Z±]³,¶,®]¯6®lµ º»®�¬
i16 °'±3¬�¶ ¶g�¯�° ±]¯6±i²%±]¯Z®]³n´�¯Z¸'µ ¶g¹ ¶�°a¯6±S²j¶�°�¯Z]³,¶,®]¯�·�µ º�°'
i17 ¸�´'®'¸ ±]¯%¸ ¶,]¯6¹i²%´]¯Z´]³,¶'¶3¯Z¸1µ º¼°�¶ ¶�·a¯6¹S²j¶,¸i¯6·�³,¶,¹]¯6¹lµ º½¸�¹
i18 ·1¸�·'´ ´]¯Z® ¶3¶'¯6S²j¶g]¯Z®]³,¶'¶3¯6±lµ ºG¶�· ¶g¹�¯�°i²j¶�·�¯)¶3³,¶g¬�¯6®lµ º½¸m°
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TABLE V

MEASURED TOTAL WIRELENGTH ¾]¿ FOR IFU DESIGNS ¾a¿ÁÀÃÂÅÄ'Æ)ÇÈ�ÈÉ6Ê3Ë ¾ É , WHERE THE SUM IS TAKEN OVER THE

MEASURED LENGTH ¾ É OF ALL INTERCONNECTIONS Ì IN THE DESIGN. ESTIMATES OF TOTAL WIRELENGTH OBTAINED

BY MULTIPLYING ¾aÍ�Î�Ï�Ð/ÑgÒ3Ó FROM THE DAVIS MODEL WITH THE ESTIMATED NUMBER OF INTERCONNECTIONS

Ô Ð�Õ§Ò�Ö�Ñ�Ò�Ó FROM THE DONATH MODEL. THE ERROR IS GIVEN BY THE EXPRESSION

×�Ø�Ø�Ù�Ø À#Ú_ÛLÜ'Ý�Û�ÞIß�à�Ú áAâlã	ädÄSÚ_ålâmæ á�â�ã�ã	ä Ë)ç:çÛ Þ�ß�à Ú á�â1ãädÄ-Ú/å1â3æ á�â1ã è . NOTE THAT ¾ ¿ , ¾ Í�Î�Ï Ð/Ñ Ò ÓSé Ô Ð�Õ Ò ÖjÑ Ò Ó ARE EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF

GATEPITCHES.

design êqë�ìAí�îDï ðòñ ð|ì�óAë'ô�õ-ö!÷ùøúê#ôIû¼öQü�õ-ö!÷ [range] Error

i1 ý'þ ÿ3þ������ ��ý��Zþ��	������
�ü��������� 
���
i2 

'þ ��ý�������� ���ý���
��	���
��Zþ]ü����gÿ��6þ�� 
���
i3 

� ���mý���� ��3þ��Zþ��	��ý������]ü��'þ�����ý�� ý'ÿ
i4 
'ÿ�� �gþ������
 ���'þ���
����1ÿ3ÿ����3ü�����ý������ ���
i5 ý3ý�� 
�������� ÿ�����������%ÿ3þ����6ý�ünÿ�
���������� ���
i6 ���� ��
�� ���6ÿ ��
����������	��þ��������]ü!��������6þ�� ���
i7 ���ý �mý'ÿ�����
 ��ÿ3þ�����
��	���,þ3ÿ��Zþ]ü!�����"������� �gþ
i8 �gþ���
 ��
�������� �mý��'ÿ������	���������Zÿ]ü��'þ3ÿ
���
�� �#��
i9 �gþ��'ÿ ��mý
���� �������������	���
'ÿ��6ý�ü!����ý'ý������ �$�
i10 ��� � ���%��þ���� �

��������	���3ý
��Zþ]ü������'þ��6þ�� �&
��
i11 ��
�'þ ��ÿ���
���� ������ý����������������]ü���
�'ý������ �&
3ý
i12 
'ÿ�
'ÿ � ��ý�������� ������ÿ�ý����'�(�%�����
��Zþ]ü%� �3ÿ������
�� 
��
i13 
����� 
���ý������� � ��
��3ÿ����'�(��ý
�
�����]ü%� ����

��Zþ�� � �
i14 
����� � ���������� � ��ý���������(��ý��3ý3ý�����ü%� �����
��Zþ�� �#��

i15 
3ý���� 
'þ3ÿ��%����� � �3ÿ���������(� ���%�������]ü�
'þ����3ý��Zþ�� �
i16 
���ý�� ÿ������������ 
���
������6þ��(� ��3ý'ÿ����]ü�

���3ÿ������ ���
i17 ���3ÿ�� ÿ�3þ3ÿ����6þ ����3ÿ��������)��� �

��Zþ]ü!����� 
'þ��Zþ�� �#���
i18 ������� ��ÿ�ý��3ý��6ÿ �����ý���6ÿ��)�mý��3ý����*�iü�����������*��� �#�%�
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TABLE VI

MEASURED TOTAL WIRELENGTH +�, OF THE SIX UNITS OF THE POWER4 CORE, AS WELL AS THE CORE, AND

PREDICTED TOTAL WIRELENGTH +�-�./- (IN GATEPITCHES) FOR 02143�5(6�3�7 , WHERE

+ -�./-98 6 3�:�;=<?>�@�ACBDB�E FG�HI +�JLKNM 8 6 3�:�OQPSR�.NTUT4V G AND ERROR FOR UNIT SIGNALS W , WHERE PXRC./TYT�V G IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF

INTERCONNECTIONS IN EACH MACRO W . NOTE THAT PXRC./TYT IS USED SINCE THE NUMBER OF INTERCONNECTIONS

PREDICTED BY DONATH’S MODEL BECOMES ZERO FOR 6 ;[Z AND BECOMES NEGATIVE FOR VALUES OF 6Q\ Z . THE

ERROR IS GIVEN BY THE EXPRESSION, ]S^U^D_D^ ;a`*b4c�d�b�e A e9` f2g�h�hji I�klkb e A e ` f2g�h m . + , AND + -�./-N8 6 3�: ARE EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF

GATEPITCHES.

unit nporqDsltLuLv wrx wzy{u|yY}(~'��� [range] Error

ifu � � ������������� �����������������*��������� ������������������������ �&�
fpu ��� ��� ��� ����� �%������������(� ����������%� ����� ������� ���
fxu � ����������� ��� ��� ���*�'�*���������������������������� � �
idu � � �%������������� �����������������*������������������������������ �&���
isu � � ���������� ��������������	����������������!�������%��������� �����
lsu ��� ������������� �����������������*���������������������������������� �����
core ���'���/�U� ��������� ������������{�����������%����������� �&���
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APPENDIX

This appendix contains tables with model estimates and actual data for all other units in the

POWER4 core (FPU, FXU, IDU, ISU, LSU). The five tables show ��� , ���D�2��{ '¡£¢ , and ¤¥�( ¦¡£¢ (in

units of gatepitches).
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TABLE VII

MEASURED AVERAGE WIRELENGTH FOR FPU DESIGNS §�¨ª© «¬��®C¯U¯z° ¬��®C¯D¯±�² « § ± , WHERE THE SUM IS TAKEN OVER THE

MEASURED LENGTH § ± OF ALL INTERCONNECTIONS ³ IN THE DESIGN. ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE WIRELENGTH

OBTAINED WITH MODELS BY DAVIS ( § ¨L´/µ4¶)· ¸¹ ) AND DONATH ( º ¶)·�¸�¹ ) ARE ALSO SHOWN. THE ERROR IS GIVEN BY

THE EXPRESSION, »S¼D¼U½D¼S©¿¾*ÀÂÁYÃ ÀÂÁ9Ä/Å!¾ Æ2Ç�È�ÈjÉ «�ÊlÊÀ4Á/Ä/ÅU¾ Æ Ç È Ë , FOR § ¨L´Nµ�¶)·�¹ AND BY »S¼D¼U½D¼S© ¾*À4ÁYÃ ¸ ¾ ÆLÇ�È�ÈCÉ «�ÊlÊ¸ ¾ Æ2Ç�È Ë FOR º ¶)·�¸�¹ ; THE

ERRORS ARE SHOWN IN Ë . NOTE THAT § ¨ , § ¨L´/µ�¶)·�¸�¹ , AND º ¶)·�¸�¹ ARE EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF GATEPITCHES.

design Ì#ÍDÎDÏ{Ð|Ñ ÒÓÎ Ò�Î2Ô2Í�Õ(Ö'×�Ø [range] Error Ù¥Õ(Ö¦×�Ø [range] Error

f1 Ú�Û Ü�Ý�Þ ß�Ý�à�á*ß�Ý�à�â�ß�Ý�à�ã Û�ä Ü�Ý�Þ�á	Ü�Ý�Þ�â�Ü�Ý�Û"ã å#Û
f2 Ú�à ß�Ý�à ß�Ý�ä�á*ß�Ý�ä�â�ß�Ý�ä�ã å�æ Ü�Ý�ß�á	Ü�Ý�ß�â�Ü�Ý�ß�ã å&ß�Þ
f3 Û%ÜÜ Ú�Ý*Ú Ü�Ý�ä�á	Ü�Ý�à�â�Ü�Ý�ä�ã ß�Þ Ú�Ý�ä�á)Ú�Ý�à�â!Ú�Ý�ä�ã å$à
f4 ß�Þ�Û æ�Ý�Û Ú�Ý�ß�á)Ú�Ý�Ûâ!Ú�Ý�Ü�ã ß�Û æ�Ý�Ú'á*æ�Ý*Ú�â�æ�Ý�æ�ã å&ä
f5 ß�Û ç Ú�Ý�Û Ú�Ý�Ü�á)Ú�Ý�ß�â!Ú�Ý*Ú�ã å$Ú æ�Ý�à�á*æ�Ý�æ�â�æ�Ý�ä�ã å&ß�à
f6 ß�Üà Ú�Ý�à Ú�Ý�Ú'á)Ú�Ý�Ü�â!Ú�Ý�æ�ã æ æ�Ý�è�á*æ�Ý�ä�â�æ�Ý�ç�ã å&ß�Þ
f7 ß�æä æ�Ý�à Ú�Ý�æ�á)Ú�Ý�æ�â!Ú�Ý�à�ã ß�Ú à�Ý�Þ�á*æ�Ý�ç�â�à�Ý�Þ�ã å&æ
f8 Ü�ÞÞ æ�Ý�Þ Ú�Ý�è�á)Ú�Ý�ä�â!Ú�Ý�ç�ã à à�Ý�Ü�á	à�Ý�ß�â�à�Ý*Ú�ã å&ß�Þ
f9 Üæ�à æ�Ý�è æ�Ý�Û�á*æ�Ý�Þ�â�æ�Ý�ß�ã Û%Ú à�Ý�ä�á	à�Ý�à�â�à�Ý�è�ã å#Û%Ú
f10 Ü�çè à�Ý�ç æ�Ý�ß�á*æ�Ý�Ûâ�æ�Ý*Ú�ã Ü�ß ä�Ý�Þ�á	à�Ý�ç�â�ä�Ý�Û"ã å#Û
f11 Úç�ä Ú�Ý�ç æ�Ý�ä�á*æ�Ý�æ�â�æ�Ý�è�ã å#Û Ü ä�Ý�à�á*ä�Ý�æ�â�ä�Ý�è�ã å$Üà
f12 æ�ææ ä�Ý�Û æ�Ý�è�á*æ�Ý�ä�â�à�Ý�Þ�ã ß�Û è�Ý�Þ�á*ä�Ý�è�â�è�Ý�Û"ã å#Û Þ
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TABLE VIII

MEASURED AVERAGE WIRELENGTH FOR FXU DESIGNS é�êSë ìí�î�ï�ðUðzñ í�î�ïCðDðò�ó ì é ò , WHERE THE SUM IS TAKEN OVER THE

MEASURED LENGTH é ò OF ALL INTERCONNECTIONS ô IN THE DESIGN. ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE WIRELENGTH

OBTAINED WITH MODELS BY DAVIS ( é�êLõ/ö4÷)ø ùú ) AND DONATH ( ûü÷)ø�ù�ú ) ARE ALSO SHOWN. THE ERROR IS GIVEN BY

THE EXPRESSION, ýSþDþUÿDþSë�� ���������	��
 � �� ����� ì ���������
 � �� � � , FOR é êLõNö ÷)ø�ú AND BY ýSþDþUÿDþSë � ����� ù � �  ����� ì ���ù � �  � � FOR ûr÷)ø ù ú ; THE

ERRORS ARE SHOWN IN � . NOTE THAT é ê , é êLõ/ö ÷)ø ù ú , AND ûr÷)ø ù ú ARE EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF GATEPITCHES.

design ������� �"! #$� #%��&��('*),+.- [range] Error /0'*)1+.- [range] Error

x1 2 35476 384�2:9*354;2=<>354;2@? A�3�B 384C6,9*35476:<>354768? AD2
x2 E5E 6:4CE FG4C6,97F=4CEH<IF=4768? J5B FG4;JK97F=4;L=<IF=4CJM? 252
x3 E8B86 L=4N3 6H4�2:9O6:4CEH<P6:4;L@? 28J Q=4;BK972=4;L=<RQH4CEM? 3�S
x4 F8F8J5E SH4CJ J=4;JK9TJH4CBH<RSH4;2@? 3UF 3UF=4;2:9*35354;2=<>3�E=4;QM? ADF5F
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TABLE IX

MEASURED AVERAGE WIRELENGTH FOR IDU DESIGNS V=WYX Z[8\N]�^�^%_ [8\N]�^`^a;b Z V a , WHERE THE SUM IS TAKEN OVER THE

MEASURED LENGTH V a OF ALL INTERCONNECTIONS c IN THE DESIGN. ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE WIRELENGTH

OBTAINED WITH MODELS BY DAVIS ( V W�d�e�fOg�h5i ) AND DONATH ( j fOgUh(i ) ARE ALSO SHOWN. THE ERROR IS GIVEN BY

THE EXPRESSION, kml�l`n�lmX�o7p�q�r�p�q	s�tPo u�v@w�w�x ZNy�yp�q�s�t`o u�v@w z , FOR V W�d{eIfOgUi AND BY kml�l`n�lmX o7p q r h o u v w�w�x ZNy�yh o u�v@w z FOR j fOgUh(i ; THE

ERRORS ARE SHOWN IN z . NOTE THAT V W , V W�d�eIfOgUh(i , AND j fOgUh(i ARE EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF GATEPITCHES.

design |�}�~�� �"� �$~ �%~���}(�*�,�.� [range] Error �0�*�1�.� [range] Error

d1 �5� �=�;� �=���:�T�H�7�:�R�H�;�@� ���(� �H���:�O�:�N�5�P�:�C�M� �����
d2 �8�5� �:�N� �G�;�K�O�:�C�H�I�=�;�@� ����� �=���:�T�H�C�H�R�H�C�M� ���(�
d3 �G��� �H�7� �=���:�T�H�;�=�R�H�;�@� ��� �=�;�K�T�H�C�H�R�H�C�M� �D�8�
d4 �8�M� �=�;� �=���:�T�H�C�H�R�H�C�M� ����� �=���:�T�H�7�:�R�H�C�M� ���(�
d5 �M�(� �H�C� �=�;�K�T�H�;�=�I�=�N��� �D�5� �=�����T�H�C�H�R�H�7�8� ���8�
d6 �5�5� �:�;� �G���:�T�H�C�H�I�=�;�@� ���5� �H�;�:�T�H�C�H�>���H�C�M� �D�M�
d7 �8�5� �:�C� �G���:�7�=�;�=�I�=�C�M� ���(� ���=�����T�H�;�=�>���=���@� �D�5�
d8 ���8�5� �=�;� �=�����T�H�C�H�R�H�;�@� ���U� �U�=�;�:�*�5�5�C�H�>���=�;�M� ���5�
d9 ���(�8� �=�;� �=���:�T�H�;�=�>���=���@� �D�8� ���H�7�,�*�U�=�C�H�>�>�H�;�M� ���5�
d10 ���(�(� �=�7� �=�;�K�T�H�C�H�>���=�;�M� ����� ���H�;�:�*�U�=�C�H�>�>�H����� ���5�
d11 ���(�5� �=�C� �=�;�K�T�H�C�H�>���=�;�M� �D�5� ���H�;�:�*�U�=�C�H�>�>�H����� ���(�
d12 ���8�5� �H�C� �=�;�K�T�H�C�H�>���=�;�M� ���5� ���H�;�:�*�U�=�C�H�>�>�H����� �D�8�
d13 ���8�(� �H�C� ���=�;�K�T�H�;�=�>���=���@� ���(� ���H�C�K�*���H�;�=�>�>�H���@� �D�5�
d14 �>�5�(� �:�C� ���=�;�K�T�H�C�H�>���=�;�M� �D�5� �>�:�;�:�*���H�C�H�>�>�H�;�M� ���(�
d15 �M�5�5� �H�C� �5�5�C�K�*���H�7�:�>�5�8�;�M� ���5� �U�=�C�K�*�>�:�C�H�>���=�;�M� �D�5�
d16 �M�5�(� �=�C� �5�5�;�:�*���H�C�H�>�5�8�;�M� �D�8� �U�=�;�:�*�>�:�C�H�>���=�;�M� ���8�
d17 �M�5�H� �=�C� �5�5�;�:�*���H�C�H�>�5�8�;�M� �D�8� �U�=�C�K�*�>�:�C�H�>���=�;�M� ���5�
d18 �M�5�(� �=�7� �U�=�7�,�*�5�5�;�=�>���=����� �D�5� �U�=�C�K�*���H�;�=�>���=���@� ���5�
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TABLE X

MEASURED AVERAGE WIRELENGTH FOR ISU DESIGNS �=�Y  ¡¢M£�¤�¥�¥%¦ ¢8£N¤�¥�¥§;¨ ¡ � § , WHERE THE SUM IS TAKEN OVER THE

MEASURED LENGTH � § OF ALL INTERCONNECTIONS © IN THE DESIGN. ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE WIRELENGTH

OBTAINED WITH MODELS BY DAVIS ( � ��ª�«�¬O�®5¯ ) AND DONATH ( ° ¬OU®(¯ ) ARE ALSO SHOWN. THE ERROR IS GIVEN BY

THE EXPRESSION, ±m²�²`³�²m �´7µ�¶�·�µ�¶	¸�¹P´ º�»@¼�¼�½ ¡N¾�¾µ�¶�¸�¹`´ º�»@¼ ¿ , FOR � ��ª{«I¬OU¯ AND BY ±m²�²`³�²m  ´7µ�¶�· ® ´ º�»M¼�¼�½ ¡N¾�¾® ´ º�»@¼ ¿ FOR ° ¬OU®(¯ ; THE

ERRORS ARE SHOWN IN ¿ . NOTE THAT � � , � �Àª{«I¬OU®(¯ , AND ° ¬ Á.®=Â*U®(¯ ARE EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF GATEPITCHES.

design Ã�Ä�Å�Æ Ç"È É$Å É$Å�Ê�Ä(Ë*Ì,ÍÏÎ [range] Error Ð0Ë*Ì1ÍÑÎ [range] Error

s1 Ò5Ó8Ò ÒHÔCÕ Ö:Ô;Õ:×TÖ:Ô;Ø=ÙIÚGÔ�Ó@Û Ü�Ó8Ý Þ=Ô�Ú:×TÞHÔ;Ó=ÙRÞHÔCßMÛ Ü�Ö(Ý
s2 Ò8ÒHà Ú=ÔCß Ú=Ô;Ý:×TÖ:Ô;Ø=ÙIÚGÔ�Ó@Û àUØ Þ=Ô;ÞK×TÞHÔCÒHÙRÞHÔCÕMÛ Ü�àUÓ
s3 Ò8Þ5Ý ÒHÔ;Ú Ú=Ô�à(×TÖ:ÔCÕHÙIÚGÔCÖ8Û ÜDÒHà Þ=Ô;ßK×TÞHÔ;Ú=ÙIØ=ÔNà�Û Ü�Ö(ß
s4 Þ5Ú8Þ Ö:ÔCÕ ÞHÔ;Ò:×CÚ=ÔCÕHÙRÞ=Ô�Ø@Û Ü�Ó8Ò ß=Ô;ÞK×TßHÔNà5ÙRÕHÔNà�Û Ü�Ö(Ò
s5 à5à>ß5ß Ø=ÔCÕ Ø=Ô;ß:×CØ=Ô;Ó=ÙRß=Ô;ÒMÛ à5Ô;ß à�Ý=Ô;ßK×*à�ÝHÔNà5Ù>à8à5Ô�ÚUÛ ÜDÓ5Ø
s6 àUÓ8Ø5Ø Ú=ÔCß ßHÔ;Ý:×CØ=Ô7Ö:ÙRß=Ô;ÞMÛ Ü�Ó8ß à5à8Ô�à�×*à�ÝHÔ7Ö:Ù>à8à5Ô;Õ@Û Ü�Ö(ß
s7 àUÓMÕ5Õ Ø=ÔNà ßHÔ;Ý:×CØ=Ô7Ö:ÙRß=Ô;ÞMÛ ÜáàUÓ à5à8Ô�Ó:×*à�ÝHÔ7Ö:Ù>à�Ó=Ô;Ý@Û Ü�Ò(Ø
s8 à�ÞMÖ(Õ Ú=Ô;Ø ßHÔ;ß:×7ßHÔCÕHÙRÕ=Ô�Ú@Û ÜDÒ(Ú àUÓGÔ;ÒK×*à5à5Ô7Ö:Ù>à>ÒHÔ�ÓUÛ ÜDÚMÖ
s9 àUØGà�Õ ßHÔCÝ ßHÔ;Õ:×7ßHÔ;Ó=ÙRÕ=Ô;ÞMÛ Üáà�Ý àUÓGÔ�Ú:×*à5à5ÔCÞHÙ>à>ÒHÔCÖMÛ Ü�Ò5Þ
s10 àUØMÕ5ß Ø=ÔCÒ ÕHÔ;Ý:×7ßHÔCÒHÙRÕ=Ô;ßMÛ Üáà�Õ àUÓGÔ�Ø:×*à5à5ÔCßHÙ>à>ÒHÔ�ØUÛ Ü�Ö(Ò
s11 Ó8ÒMÖ�Ø ÞHÔCß à>ÝHÔ;Ý:×7ÕHÔ;Ó=Ù>à>ÝHÔ;ß@Û ÜDÒ(Ó à>ÖHÔ�Ó:×*à�ÒHÔNà5Ù>à�Ú=Ô;Ò@Û ÜDÚ5Ó
s12 ÓMÖ5ß(Ú ßHÔCÝ à>ÝHÔ�ÓH×7ÕHÔCÒHÙ>à8à5Ô�à�Û Ü�Ó=à à>ÖHÔ�Ú:×*à�ÒHÔ7Ö:Ù>à�Ú=Ô�ØUÛ Ü�Ö�Ú
s13 Ò(ÓMÝ(Ø ÕHÔNà à5à8Ô�Ó:×*à�ÝHÔ;Ó=Ù>à�Ó=Ô�ÓUÛ Üáà�Õ à�Þ=Ô�à�×*à>Ö:ÔCßHÙ>à�Ø=ÔCÖMÛ Ü�Ö5Ö
s14 Ò(ØMÞ5Þ Ö:Ô;Ó à5à8Ô;ÕK×*à�ÝHÔCßHÙ>à>ÒHÔ�à�Û ÜDÞ(Ú àUØGÔ�Ó:×*àUÚ=Ô;Ø=Ù>à>ßHÔ;Þ@Û ÜDØ5Ú
s15 Ò5Õ8Þ(Ó à5à8Ô�à àUÓGÔ�à�×*à5à5ÔNà5Ù>à>ÒHÔ;Ò@Û ÜDß àUØGÔ�Ú:×*à�ÞHÔCÝHÙ>à>ÕHÔ;Ý@Û Ü�Ò5Þ
s16 Þ(Ú8Ø8ß àUÓGÔ;Õ à>ÖHÔ;ßK×*à�ÒHÔCÒHÙ>à>ÞHÔ;Ò@Û ÜáàUÓ Ó=à8Ô;ÞK×*à�ÕHÔCÞHÙIÓMÒHÔ;Þ@Û Ü�Ö(Ý
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TABLE XI

MEASURED AVERAGE WIRELENGTH FOR LSU DESIGNS â=ãåä æçMè�é�ê�ê%ë ç8èNé�ê�êì;í æ â ì , WHERE THE SUM IS TAKEN OVER THE

MEASURED LENGTH â ì OF ALL INTERCONNECTIONS î IN THE DESIGN. ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE WIRELENGTH

OBTAINED WITH MODELS BY DAVIS ( âGã�ï�ð�ñOò�ó5ô ) AND DONATH ( õöñOòUó(ô ) ARE ALSO SHOWN. THE ERROR IS GIVEN BY

THE EXPRESSION, ÷mø�ø`ù�ømä�ú7û�ü�ý�û�ü	þ�ÿPú � ������� æ ���û�ü�þ�ÿ`ú � ���
	

, FOR â�ã�ï{ðIñOòUô AND BY ÷mø�ø`ù�ømä ú7û ü ý ó ú � �
����� æ ���ó ú � � �
	

FOR õ ñOòUó(ô ; THE

ERRORS ARE SHOWN IN
	

. NOTE THAT â ã , â ã�ï�ð ñOò ó ô , AND õ ñOò ó ô ARE EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF GATEPITCHES.

design ���������� ��� ������������! [range] Error "#���$�% [range] Error

l1 &'&)( *,+.- /0+�-012/0+23546/,+.7
8 9:/<; 30+=3�1>35+=/04?35+.-�8 9@3<3
l2 *'-'A (,+B& 35+�-01C35+2354?30+.7
8 -'A -D+.AE12-,+=F04670+B&G8 *,&
l3 *
A'3 (,+=; 35+�(01C35+=704?30+.F
8 3�A 7,+�*51C70+=;04670+23'8 &H/
l4 -
;<7 -,+=A -,+.751=-,+2354I-D+.F
8 7 (D+.7E12(,+2354I(,+=F
8 9:*<*
l5 -
7�( 70+=; -,+.F51=-,+=70467,+.;
8 / (D+.AE12(,+.(,46F0+.*�8 9:*
3
l6 7
35& -,+=A 70+J&�1=-,+=A0467,+./
8 9:/ F,+./E1CF0+=;046F0+=7
8 9:*'A
l7 7'F�( -,+=A 70+�*01270+=;0467,+�-�8 9K- F,+�-51CF0+.*,46F0+=F
8 9L/0&
l8 &H;,&<& -,+.* (,+J&�1270+=F04I(D+=3'8 9K*<( A,+.AE1CA0+.-,4M&H;,+./
8 9@3�F
l9 &H;<*
3 -,+23 (,+�*01270+=A04I(D+=3'8 9K*
3 A,+.AE1CA0+=704M&H;,+./
8 9@3�7
l10 &<&MA0& -,+23 (,+.751=(,+.*,4I(D+.A
8 9K*'A &H;,+�-51�&H;0+B&<4M&M;0+.A�8 9@3�A
l11 &)*
/�- -,+.- (,+.751=(,+=/046F,+.;
8 9K*'F &H;,+�(51�&H;0+=/04M&'&<+J&N8 9@3�F
l12 &H/'A�* -,+=A F0+.;51=(,+=7046F,+./
8 9K*'7 &<&'+�*51�&H;0+=F04M&'&<+.7�8 9@3O(
l13 &)-'*<( 70+=; F0+./51=(,+=A046F,+.7
8 9K*'F &<&'+.7E1�&<&<+B&<4M&H*,+J&N8 9@3�A
l14 &H7<-<- 70+=F F0+�-012F0+B&<46F,+.A
8 9K*'; &)*D+.;E1�&<&<+.-,4M&H*,+�-)8 9@3�/
l15 &)('*<* &H;,+.; F0+.7512F0+.*,46A,+.;
8 &H7 &)*D+�*51�&<&<+.(,4M&H*,+�()8 9�&HF
l16 &HF'/�- (,+B& F0+.F512F0+23546A,+�*�8 9P&HA &)*D+�-51�&<&<+=A04M&M/0+.;�8 9@3�/
l17 &HF'A�* A0+23 F0+.A512F0+.-,46A,+./
8 7 &)*D+.7E1�&)*,+B&<4M&M/0+�*)8 9:*<-
l18 &HA<*'; &H;,+J& A0+.;512F0+=7046A,+=3'8 &H/ &)*D+�(51�&)*,+.*,4M&M/0+�*)8 9:*';
l19 &HA<-
3 A0+=; A0+.;512F0+=7046A,+=3'8 9P& &)*D+.FE1�&)*,+.*,4M&M/0+./�8 9L/<;
l20 *<*�35& 35+=7 A0+�-012A0+=;046A,+.A
8 9K-,& &H/,+�-51�&)*,+=A04M&G35+J&N8 9L7<7
l21 *'/
3�F F0+=/ A,+.7E1CA0+.*,4M&H;,+J&G8 9P&M3 &H/,+�(51�&H/0+B&<4M&G35+=3
8 9@3�;
l22 *'/<-'/ &H;,+.A A,+.7E1CA0+.*,4M&H;,+J&G8 &H/ &H/,+.FE1�&H/0+B&<4M&G35+=3
8 9:*,&
l23 *'/'7<F -,+.- A,+�(51CA0+.*,4M&H;,+J&G8 9L3�/ &H/,+.FE1�&H/0+.*,4M&G35+=3
8 9L7<;
l24 *<-D&H7 F0+=; A,+.AE1CA0+2354M&H;,+=3'8 9P&HA &M30+J&O1�&H/0+.-,4M&G35+.F�8 9@3�/
l25 *<-
7<A 70+=A &M;0+.;512A0+.-,4M&M;0+�-)8 9:/0& &M30+�*51�&H/0+=704M&G35+.A�8 9:-,&
l26 /</'A<F (,+=/ &<&'+.;E1�&H;0+.-,4M&'&<+.7�8 9:/'3 &)-D+.AE1�&)-,+.*,4M&M70+�()8 9:-
3
l27 /�('*'F F0+=F &<&'+=3�1�&H;0+=F04M&H*,+.;�8 9K*'/ &H7,+�-51�&)-,+.(,4M&H(,+./�8 9@3O(
l28 /<F'7<7 A0+=/ &<&'+.7E1�&<&<+=;04M&H*,+�*)8 9K*'; &H7,+.FE1�&)-,+=A04M&H(,+.7�8 9@3O-
l29 3�;<*<- &<&@F &<&@FE1�&<&L*Q&H*R3
8 ; &)(R;E1�&H7�*Q&H(SA�8 /0&
l30

l31

l32
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